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Abstract: Earlier, it was 5 M’s considered as resources needed for successfully running any 
business, Money, Machine, Method, Material and Money. But now most of the organizations use 
Data as one of the major resources for any business. Some of the complicated and time-consuming 
tasks can be completed in seconds. E-commerce is one of the emerging industries where we see the 
innovation in technology, products, trends, websites, Blogs, social marketing happens constantly. 
In this paper the attempt has been made to analyze the importance of Data and Data analytics in E 
commerce industry in India. The detailed analysis has been made about the usage of data and 
application of data analytics in their business to enhance their performance. This paper is based on 
literature review and analysis of reports from NASSCOM and McKinsey Global Institute. Based on 
case study on Amazon company the application of Big data and data analytics as been discussed. 

Keywords: Data analytics, predictive analysis and behavioral pattern. 

Introduction 

n India the online business market is well developed.  Ecommerce industry provides a major contribution to its  
development. Even so, few understand the intricacies of the e-commerce industry. By definition e-commerce 
stands for electronic commerce. Dealing in goods and services through the electronic media and internet is called 

as E-commerce. E-Commerce or E-business involves carrying on a business with the help of the internet and by using 
information technology like Electronic Data Interchange (EDI). E-commerce players have progressed significantly in 
their decision making over time. Earlier simple analysis was used to make recommendation but now customer specific 
predictive algorithms and models being prepared using data and data analytics. 

According to an IBM Marketing Cloud study, 90% of the data in the internet has been created after 2016. People,  
businesses, and electronic devices have all become data factories that are thrusting out incredible amounts of data to 
the web every day. The customer examination pays an extraordinary route for the advertisers to distinguish the most 
deals item and furthermore serves to their image as for the contenders and it gives incredible help to customize the 
consumer experiences based on their preferences to increase retention rate. Product specific analysis is the most critical 
to understand the customer satisfaction and to forecast the sales of a product, basically used for prediction of customer 
preference and demand. 

Literature Review 

This paper aims to identify definitional perspectives of big data analytics, characteristics of big data in e-commerce, 
business value of big data in e-commerce, tackling the challenges of big data in e-commerce. This paper is based on 
literature review and secondary data collected from different sources of literature i.e., articles, journals etc. (BDA) 
progressively provides value to e-commerce organizations by using the changing aspects of people, processes, and 
technologies to transform data into valuable insights for healthy decision making and solutions to various business 
problems. This is a universal process which deals with data, sources, skills, and systems in order to create a sustainable 
and competitive advantage. Leading e-commerce firms such as Google, ASOS, Amazon, e Bay, Netflix and Facebook 
have already encompassed Big Data Analytics and acquired huge market experienced enormous growth. The study 
provides an approach for summarizing all the best practices that build and shape Big Data Analytics capabilities. 
(Akter & Wamba, 2016), 

I 
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E-Commerce companies by using big data analytics experienced 73% increase in sales by implementing Predictive 
Analytics compares to other companies not using big data ,45% of online shoppers prefer to online shop in websites 
which are offering personalized recommendation based on previous purchase history or online buying behavior. This 
paper focus on identifying the application areas of big data analytics for E-Commerce functions, to identify various 
different sources of big data or data for usage in E-Commerce, to interpret business value of big data for E- Commerce 
companies and also to analyze future challenges of big data application. The important application of big data analytics 
as follows personalization, dynamic pricing, customer service, predicting customer behavior, supply chain visibility, 
and managing fraud. Big data is generated by machine, people and organization. Machine generated data are likely 
through real time sensors ex. Page visited, product viewed, website or page traffic etc. People or human generated 
data such as tweets, likes, comments, reviews, photos, status updates etc. Organization data such as business 
transaction made, client, financial information etc (Avinashi & Akarsha 2017) 
 
developed a four-level architecture model for business intelligence for e-commerce that helps in transforming raw 
data collected from the e-commerce customers into meaningful knowledge or insights. It helps to identify customers 
purchase pattern to improve the relationship between management and customers also for providing better service to 
customers. Cloud computing is useful to reduce the infrastructure cost and time for storing and analyzing the data. 
Machine learning plays significant role that machine automatically constructs algorithms for predictions which leads 
to fast and defined analysis (Pedrosa and Bernardino, 2017). 
 
According to author Business Intelligence helps in predicting market trends and analyzes competitors and also helpful 
in implementing customer targeted market.  A new three tier architecture is proposed, Hadoop Distributed File System 
(HDFS) used instead of data warehouse for storing data (Moorthi, 2017).  

The customer and organization are the information generators for Architecture. 
 Tier 1 – Data: Customer information, purchase history, reviews and social media data collected from the e-

commerce portal. The noise is removed from the data for further process. 
 Tier 2 – Hadoop: The gathered data are next transferred into HDFS then map reduce is applied, the data get 

input from HDFS. Map phase maps certain set of data to another set of data and gives the final desired data 
result further for analyzing the data. 

 Tier 3- Data Analytics and BI: After applying map reduces the data is arranged for analyzing. In this phase 
R Statistical tool is used for analyzing the data and get the results. R supports different statistical complex 
computation and generates wide variety of graphical outputs. 

 
 E Commerce in Global and Indian Market  
 

 
Source: eMarketer, May 2019 
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Global ecommerce sells goods or services across geographic boundaries from the country of origin of a business 
usually identified as its establishment or incorporation venue  the goods or services are marketed through internet 
marketing and outreach to non-native markets.  

According to the above chart In Global market, Retail Ecommerce in 2019 total sales made is 3.53 trillion US 
Dollars with the rise of 20.7% to the previous year. Also anticipated 4.206 Trillion US Dollars of sales in 2020 
however due to the COVID 19 Pandemic situation we see there is huge demand for groceries, vegetables, daily 
usage products, health care, personal care and essential products. A Business Standard report citing an official of the 
online business industry said that 20 to 30 percent of the turnover of e commerce companies like Flipkart, Amazon, 
Big Basket and Grofers most recent 15 days after the corona virus cases increased in India. 

To begin with, going global doesn't necessarily demand a global presence. Shoppers online are constantly searching 
for transactions beyond their country's borders. In fact, overseas purchases were in the majority on all but one continent 
during one six-month assessment: North America. None of this requires multiple storefronts for each location, or the 
establishment of international warehousing and performance. Prioritizing internet ads or social media overseas is one 
of the easiest ways to get off exploring foreign markets. That needs an international approach by global targeting of 
Google Advertising, Product Listing Advertising, Twitter, and Instagram by using Big data analytics technology. 

Aside from the worldwide figures, the regional ecommerce markets rate as follows: 

Region Total sales 

Asia  $831.7 billion 

North America $552.6 billion 

Europe  $346.5 billion 

Australia $18.6 billion 

Africa and the Middle East $18.6 billion 

South America  $17.7 billion 

 

Asia region has highest sales of 831.7 Billion US Dollars followed by North America, Europe, Australia, Africa and 
Middle East and South America with total sales of 552.6 Billion USD, 346.5 Billion USD, 18.6 Billion USD, 18.6 
Billion USD and 17.7 Billion USD respectively. 
 

 
Source: eMarketer, May 2019 
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Even though there is rise in growth in retail Ecommerce, Mexico with 35% growth in sales ranked first in 2019, 
followed by India with 31.9% growth in sales. Worldwide however there is 20.7% growth in sales. 

Internet Usage and Data Literacy 

Source: Statista 2020 (https://www.statista.com/statistics/255146/number-of-internet-users-in-india/) 

The internet usage or network and device are one of the important factors that influence the E commerce sector as the 
transaction takes place through internet. The numbers of internet users in India are increasing consistently every. 
According to a report by Internet and Mobile Association of India (IAMAI). According to the study, of the 451 million 
monthly active users, 385 million are over 12 years of age and 66 million are between 5 and 11 years of age, who have 
access to the Internet via the smartphones of family members. In India, almost 1/3 of users accessed the Internet for 
1more than an hour in urban India, where a comparable proportion of users accessed the Internet for 15-30 minutes, 
as in rural India. The study claimed that improved accessibility, quality of service and availability of mobile Internet 
could lead to an increase in rural consumers spending more time on the Internet in the future. The study reported that 
2/3 of Internet users in India are between 12 and 29 years of age. Interestingly, a higher proportion of this age group 
is present in rural India. This indicates that there is a scope for growth in this market. The biggest challenge apart from 
data security is transportation and infrastructure availability to provide services for the rural area. It is anticipated that 
the number of internet users to reach 564.9 million by the end of year 2020.  

The ability to learn, interact with, interpret and connect with the data is data literacy. It is an ability that empowers all 
levels of staff to ask the right questions about data and computers, create awareness, make choices, and communicate 
meaning to others. The complexity of data analysis, especially in the context of big data, means that some knowledge 
of mathematics and statistics is needed in data literacy. Many companies employ experts, called data scientists, who 
have specialized analytical expertise to deal with the difficulty. Some organizations have also added a C-level 
employee, the Chief Data Officer (CDO), to make sure the company understands the full value of its data. 
Nevertheless, given that data is so essential to the success of a company, an increasing number of companies require 
some degree of data literacy from all employees. 

Data literacy skills include the following competencies: 
 Understanding what data will be used for a particular purpose; 
 Interpreting visualizations of data, such as graphics and charts. 
 Thinking logically about the information generated by the data analysis. 
 Understanding the tools and methods of data analysis and where and when to use them. 
 To understand when data is misrepresented or misused.  
 Transmitting data information to people without data literacy, an ability often referred to as data storytelling. 
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Source: Indian express February 2020 

India is having highest data literacy rate in workplace compared to any other countries in the world with 46% of 
literacy rate. Above graph describes the data literacy rate for the top 10 data literate countries.  Employees in workplace 
are keen to learn data related skills. Among them India, USA and Australia given more importance and have highest 
data literates in workplace. 

Application of Big Data in E Commerce: 

E-commerce organizations like Amazon and Flipkart using data analytics to identify their loyal and new customers 
by tracking browsing habits and purchase patterns i.e. machine generated data. Customer targeted market implemented 
by making use of extracted customer related data to form market segmentation. Data analytics, complex algorithms, 
machine learning and business analytics is used to boost the sales. Highly personalized advertisements based on the 
purchase pattern and browsing history is the result of Big data analytics again. E commerce companies keep the track 
of each click made by the visitor/ customer for predictive analysis to anticipate the next product likely to be purchased 
by customer. The target customer groups are identified and the online advertisements are displayed in the blogs or the 
sites they visit through machine learning.  According to the customer data the products are recommended like if the 
customer searches for mobile phone by using data analytics mobile cases are also displayed in recommended products 
advertisement. As per Flipkart each of its customers has one profile every time customer browses the site the unique 
session is. All the sessions are then combined to make stronger user profile and journey in the Flipkart. 

Big Data Analytics uncovers hidden patterns, unknown correlations, market trends, customer preferences and other 
useful business information by analyzing large set of structured, semi structured and unstructured data. 

The analytical findings help in effective marketing strategies, new revenue opportunities, better customer service, 
personalized services, improved operational efficiency and  competitive advantages in market. It also provides 
solutions for issues and better application related to business intelligence, global supply chain management, global 
process visibility, CRM, recommendations, personalized targeting, customer targeted market, pricing strategies, 
discounting etc., there are still gaps that data analytics can fill and enhance performance of e commerce players. 
According to the Macro level surveys conducted by Accenture, GE, and IBM, makes strong conclusions on data 
analytics. Companies that are using data analytics, 92% of executives are satisfied with the results provided by data 
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analytics and it has been found that 89% of executives agree Big Data as “very” or “extremely” important factor for 
their company. 

The retail sector is moving from 'on-shelf supply' to a model of 'on-demand delivery' to offer goods dependent on 
place and time of the consumers. Customers deserve the lowest expense of high-quality goods and excellent service. 
Al technologies help retailers attract new consumers, meet buyers across improved networks, perform effective low-
cost operations and improve workforce motivation. 

One of the biggest challenges retailers face is user experience. Retailers are now using Al-based chatbots as a user-
friendly way of making digital shopping experience more engaging. Target launched an in-store bot that can track up 
and down the aisles. Image recognition technologies are used to search image based products. Cortexica has partnered 
with John Lewis on an image-recognition platform that enables the visual search functionality allowing individuals to 
explore fashion products with similar colors, shapes and patterns. Al also offers plenty of opportunities for 
optimization in warehousing and in-store operations. Online marketplace in the UK, Ocado has embedded Al in the 
heart of its activities. Al and Big Data Analytics algorithms navigate thousands of items over conveyor belts and 
transport them to fill their shopping carts with customers. Machine Learning and Computer Vision will help retailers 
foresee customer demands in the future while automating supplier agreements. 

 

 

Retail Value Chain 

Source: NASSCOM Talent Demand and Supply AI and Big data analytics report, Banking and Industry Report 2018 

While big data linked to new technology somehow squeezes the industry, it also offers significant new value-creating 
opportunities. Business retailers and their rivals are constantly in the process of finding and applying certain big data 
mechanisms that can give them a market advantage. The volume of data is rapidly growing as retailers not only 
monitor any consumer purchase and service, but also keep track of new data sources such as RFID chips that control 
goods, and online customer activity and feeling. 

U.S. retail has effectively been leveraging information technology for decades. The transactional point-of - sale data, 
obtained primarily through the use of bar codes, first appeared in the 1970s. Several leading retailers have been using 
shop-level and supply chain data since the 1990s to automate delivery and storage, sharpen the preparation and 
procurement of inventory, and improve store operations. In previous McKinsey Global Institute research on 
productivity acceleration in general merchandise retail in the 1990s, we found that Wal-Mart caused the bulk of 
productivity acceleration directly and indirectly through ongoing managerial innovation (e.g., large-box formats, daily 
low price) that increased competitive intensity and led to the spread of managerial and technological best practices. 
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To link their supply chain electronically, Wal-Mart pioneered the development of an electronic data exchange network. 
Wal-Mart has also developed "Retail Link," a tool that provides its suppliers with a view of demand in their stores so 
that they know when stores should be restored instead of waiting for a Wal-Mart order. This "vendor-managed 
inventory," when introduced in the late 1980s, was a revolutionary concept. Both of these initiatives enhanced the 
capital and labor productivity and cost position of the retailers. As other stores tried to mimic what Wal-Mart had 
pioneered and stay profitable in the 1990's, profitability improved across the sector. Today, leading players are 
collecting consumer data to notify decisions they make about merchandising and price optimization of their supply 
chain. Detailed and cost-effective customer tracking by Wal-Mart gives retailers the ability to mine petabytes of 
customer preferences and buying behavior data and thus gain significant price and distribution concessions from the 
consumer product company. Branch-wide retailers are becoming more sophisticated in slicing and dicing big data 
from multiple sales channels, catalogues, stores and online interactions. The widespread use of increasingly granular 
customer data may allow retailers to improve their marketing and merchandising efficiency. Big technology 
mechanisms applied to logistics and supply chains will continue to reduce costs and eventually generate new strategic 
advantages and tactics to raise sales for retailers. 

Mckinsey Global Institute Has Identified 16 Big Data Levers in Retail 

We defined 16 big data market triggers that can be used by retailers throughout the value chain. These levers fall into 
five main categories: marketing, merchandising, operations, supply chain, and new business models 

 

 

Marketing 

1. Cross Selling:  State-of-the-art cross-selling uses all the details that can be learned about a buyer, including 
profiles of the consumer, buying experience, interests, positions in real time, and other information to 
maximize the overall size of the order. For example, Amazon.com uses collaborative filtering to generate 
prompts for each product purchased or visited, "you might also want". At one point, Amazon announced that 
the recommendation engine accounted for 30 per cent of revenue. Another example of this tool is the use of 
big data processing to automate in-store sales relating complementary goods and packaged products. 
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2. Location-based marketing: Location-based marketing is focused on the through proliferation of smartphones 
and other mobile apps allowed for personal location data. It addresses customers who are or are still in store 
close by. For example, as a customer enters a clothing shop, the shop will deliver a promotional deal to the 
client's smartphone on a sweater. The startup PlaceCast claims that as a result of such location-based ads, 
more than 50 per cent of its users made a purchase. Near to 50 per cent of handset owners are using or 
intending to use their mobile shopping phones. 
  

3. In-store behavior analysis: Analysis of in-store behavior data can help improve the layout of stores, product 
mix and positioning of shelves. Recent innovations have facilitated retailers to track the buying habits of 
shoppers (e.g., footpath and time spent in various areas of a store), derive real-time location data from 
smartphone apps (e.g., shopkick), buying cart transponders, or actively control cell phone positions within a 
retail setting. For monitoring in-store traffic trends and customer behavior, some retailers use advanced image 
recognition tools linked to their video surveillance systems.  
 

4. Customer micro-segmentation: The next major data tool contributing to marketing is micro-segmentation of 
consumers. Big data has allowed enormous creativity in recent years, but this is a common concept in retail. 
The volume of data available for segmentation has exploded, and the growing complexity of analytical 
software has allowed the division into ever more granular micro-segments — to the point that certain retailers 
can claim to be engaging in personalization rather than pure segmentation. In addition to using traditional 
market research data and historical purchasing data, retailers can now track and leverage data on individual 
customer behavior — including clickstream web-based data. Retailers can now update this increasingly 
granular data to suit customer changes in near real time. Neiman Marcus, a high-end retailer, has established 
both customer segmentation and a multi-tier loyalty incentive scheme, resulting in considerably more sales 
of higher-margin goods from the richest, higher-margin customers. 

5. Sentiment analysis: Sentiment analysis leverages the voluminous streams of consumer-generated data in 
different forms of social media to help inform a variety of business decisions. For example, retailers can use 
sentiment analysis to guess the response to marketing campaigns in real time and adjust course accordingly. 
The emerging area of analyzing social media data plays a key role, as consumers continually rely on peer 
opinions and suggestions to make buying decisions. Various applications have arisen to track and respond to 
Web-based user behavior and preferences in real-time. 

6. Enhancing the multichannel consumer experience: Improving the multichannel experience can be a strong 
engine of revenue, customer service and engagement for customers. Retailers may use big data to easily combine 
shoppers' sales and pricing, whether such customers are online, in-store, or perusing a catalogue. For 
example, Williams-Sonoma has incorporated consumer databases with information about some 60 million 
families, monitoring such items as their wages, housing prices and children's numbers. Targeted emails based on 
this information generates ten to 18 times the response rate of non-target emails, and the organization is able to 
develop various variations of its catalogs that are customized to the actions and desires of specific client segments. 

Merchandising 

1. Assortment optimization: Deciding which items to sell in which stores will dramatically improve revenue 
based on market preferences, customer experience, and other big data so-called variety optimization. For 
example, one leading drug manufacturer used customer studies, demand and competitive analysis, and 
comprehensive economic modeling to determine the root causes of its flat and decreasing category-level 
performance. It that its cumulative stock-keeping unit (SKU) count by 17%, increased private label labels 
from 10% of the commodity mix to 14%, and reported a 3% increase in earnings as well as a 2% rise in sales. 

2. Price optimization: Today, retailers can take advantage of the increasing granularity of pricing and sales data, 
and use higher analytical horsepower levels to bring price optimization to a new level. Various sources of 
data can be used to evaluate and inform pricing decisions in near real time. Specific demand-elasticity models 
analyze past market data to obtain insights into SKU-level dynamics, including markdown prices and pacing. 
Retailers can use the resulting data to analyze promotional events and evaluate sales lift sources and any 
underlying costs that could result from them. One food retailer looks at pricing elasticity among its customers 
for various categories. For example, rural food consumers see butter and rice as a higher purchasing priority 
and so these products may be less price elastic than they would be for urban shoppers. Meanwhile, urban 
consumers tend to rank cereals and sweets higher among their priorities. 
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3. Placement and design optimization: Brick-and - mortar stores may also make significant improvements by 
improving the positioning of products and graphic structures (e.g., end caps, shelves) by extracting inventory 
data at the SKU level — in effect, a more local variant of the kinds of optimization that take advantage of 
foot traffic data. Online retailers are able to change Web site placements based on user activity data such as 
loading, tapping and mouse over. For example, eBay performed thousands of trials with different facets of 
its website to determine optimal layout and other features from navigation to images scale. 

Operations 

1. Performance transparency: Retailers will also execute daily performance analyzes that can be aggregated by retail 
revenue, SKU revenue, and per employee revenues and recorded by them. Today these systems are increasingly 
moving closer to real time. Retailers should look to cashiers for consistency and daily sales and customer service 
efficiency depending on the number of consumer issues handled in a single call, customer feedback, and satisfaction 
surveys. Although the industry still makes extensive use of performance monitoring at a simple level, the move 
towards much higher frequency, immediacy, and granular monitoring enables managers to make substantive changes 
in their activities even more rapid, i.e. there is still headroom to add benefit from this lever. 

2. Labor inputs optimization: Another organizational tool that can generate efficiency by reducing costs while 
retaining service rates is around labor supply management, automatic time and attendance monitoring, and better job 
scheduling. This lever will make forecasts of staffing needs more accurately, particularly during peak times, so that 
overcapacity can be avoided. Since store labor accounts for around 30 per cent of the fixed costs of the typical retailer, 
it is well worth using this lever. 

Supply chain 

1. Inventory management: Big data will help to enhance inventory control for retailers with the enhanced insight 
provided by deep analytics mining various databases, Best-in-class inventory management offers full clarity at SKU 
level, while bar code solutions linked to automated replenishment processes minimize instances of out of stock. 
Leading retailers are enhancing stock forecasting by combining multiple datasets such as sales history, weather 
forecasts and seasonal sales cycles. Together, improved inventory management allows retailers to hold a lower stock 
level because supplies are coupled with demand signals much more closely, while reducing the number of sales lost 
due to merchandise stock-outs. 

2. Distribution and logistics optimization: Leading retailers now automate transportation through the use of GPS-
enabled Big Data Telematics (i.e. remote location monitoring, etc.) and route planning to enhance their vehicle 
management and delivery. By improving fuel efficiency, proactive maintenance, driver behavior and vehicle routing, 
transport analytics can increase profitability. 

3. Informing supplier negotiations: In a world of big data, leading retailers can analyze customer preferences and buy 
behavior to inform their dealings with suppliers. For example, they will use the data on pricing and sales to target 
negotiating negotiations on key goods. Use big data in this area is a huge advantage, because the inventory of the 
products sold by a store represents the greatest portion of the business. Nonetheless, we should remember that 
manufacturers still realize the value of recognizing customer desires and are constantly gaining access to and 
reviewing consumer experience data to discover trends that strengthen their hand in retailer negotiations. 

New business models 

The avalanche of data in the retail industry, along with other market developments, is encouraging new business 
models to emerge. Such models are the most exciting and creative to mainstream retailers-but perhaps the most 
potentially dangerous. Two new business models with the most traction today is Web-based and price comparison 
services. 

1. Price comparison services: It is popular for third parties today to provide real-time or near-real-time pricing and 
associated market control over several retailers on goods. At different retail outlets customers will immediately 
compare the price of a single commodity. Where those comparisons can be made, prices tend to be lower. Studies 
show that when consumers can shop using these services, they save an average of 10 per cent. Retailers ought to think 
carefully about how to respond to these price matching services. Many that are willing to compete on demand would 
want to make sure they are the most noticeable on these facilities. Retailers who are unable to compete on demand 
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would need to decide how to separate themselves from rivals in a market-transparent environment, whether it be in 
customer experience content, differentiated goods, or other value-added service delivery. 

2. Web-based markets: Web-based marketplaces like those offered by Amazon and eBay offer searchable lists of items 
from a wide range of sellers. We provide access to a large number of niche retailers in addition to pricing stability, 
because we do not have the distribution or selling resources to attract customers. We do have a vast amount of valuable 
product knowledge, including consumer-generated feedback, and offer customers more access. 

Case Study on Amazon 

Amazon uses the big data tools to deliver superior customer service. Right from the time it started to emerge as a 
dominant provider of Internet services in the early 2000s, Amazon had focused primarily on big data to improve its 
performance. Among many other major Internet companies, it discovered the importance of big data in the early 
2000s, and since then has focused on the proper use of the vast databases of people shopping on its e-commerce 
portals. 

Amazon has leveraged its broad data repositories to provide its consumers with strong product reviews and thereby 
strengthen their interaction with them. It has used its big data tools to meticulously update its well-known consumer 
recommendations framework. Data on previous transactions made by consumers are used to offer highly personalized 
product advice. Analysis of previous customer details has allowed Amazon to give feedback to potential consumers 
who were first ordering from its platform. Big data helped Amazon create 360-degree user accounts and produce 
hyper-personalized product marketing communications focused on the needs and desires of particular consumers. 
Amazon has also used its big data capabilities on the customer side to increase the performance of the customer 
service. Simple access to client profiles and their previous buying / browsing patterns made it possible for the customer 
service executives of the business to have swift responses to consumer problems.  The acquisition of Zappos by 
Amazon in 2009 further encouraged the use of big data to enhance the level of customer support. Few innovative uses, 
such as checking fraud at the corporate level, were also put to big data services. 

Over the years, Amazon has grown from being a single e-commerce player to a giant Internet service company 
delivering a wide variety of offerings to consumers and businesses. It began to concentrate extensively on big data 
and embarked on its transition from a pure online retailer to a giant big data organization. Amazon, along with other 
big Internet companies such as Yahoo! Inc. (Yahoo) and Twitter, Inc. (Twitter), discovered in the early 2000s that 
they had large volumes of customer data that they could use in a meaningful manner. While the other businesses did 
not dwell on the value of big data, Amazon was swift to cash in on the invaluable inventory of customers who shopped 
on its e-commerce sites around the world. At Amazon, the product recommendations team dreamed of imaginative 
ways in which it could exploit the company's gathered data. The result was a big data boom that changed the way 
Amazon did business. Amazon 's reputation as an e-commerce leader has always focused on making the best goods 
available to its consumers. In reality, making the best products available was focused on knowing the specific products 
that consumers needed. Understanding consumers' interests and preferences included conducting thorough market 
analysis and assessing their own customer base. Amazon was known for its product recommendation system that, 
based on their previous purchase actions, supplied consumers with product reviews. The main driving force behind 
Amazon's recommendation system was data obtained from its consumers. As the largest e-commerce player, Amazon 
had a huge set of data on its consumer base 's preferences and previous purchase actions. 

In order to improve customer satisfaction and build company loyalty, the organization uses predictive analytics for 
targeted marketing. 

Personalized Recommendation System 

In using a robust, collaborative filtering engine (CFE), Amazon is a pioneer. It analyses what goods you have recently 
bought, what is in your online shopping cart or on your wish list, what things you have tested and assessed, and what 
items are most searched for. This data was used to recommend additional products purchased by other consumers after 
ordering the same items. 

At the moment, Amazon.com is the biggest online shopping store in the country. Amazon originated as an online book 
store and quickly diversified into, among other things, the manufacture and selling of luxury products, appliances, and 
household objects. Recommenders for Amazon items are used to tailor the online shop experience of each user. Things 
are tailored (on a real-time basis) to suit each client's taste. As Amazon gathers millions of client data, this is a big 
data challenge. 
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To aggregate customers based on interests, Amazon makes use of clustering algorithms and collaborative filtering. 
Customers with their product recommendation scheme organize into clusters / groups focused on: 

 Similar search 
 Item to Item collaborative filtering. 

Search based Product Recommender at Amazon.com: Search-based (also referred to as content-based search) uses a 
customer order history and a rated item to produce a search query that identifies all items similar to customer 
preferences (such as authors or related genres). For instance, if a consumer purchases a "God Father" DVD. Movies 
from similar writers, similar formats, and similar distributors would be recommended by the product recommender 
(Linden et al., 2003). 

Item to Item collaborative filtering at Amazon.com:  Not only does Amazon.com use its product reviews in its e-
commerce website, but it is often used in the field of email campaigns as a marketing tool. Customers can sort the 
product by product suggestion based on products currently in their shopping carts by clicking on the link " Your 
Recommendations”. Collaboration with items at Amazon.com operates by comparing one of the items bought or 
valued by users to an object that is close. The algorithm creates a table of related items by identifying items that 
consumers choose to buy. By iterating across item pairs, the algorithm also generates a product-to-product matrix and 
computes a similarity metric for each pair (Linden et al., 2003). 

One-Click Ordering 

Since big data suggests that while the items are shipped fast, you buy elsewhere, Amazon built One-Click shopping. 
When you put your first order and enter a shipping address and payment form, One-Click is a proprietary function 
that is instantly activated. You have 30 minutes in which you can change your mind about the transaction when you 
want One-Click shopping. After that, the product is automatically paid and delivered to your address through your 
payment system. 

Anticipatory Shipping Model 

Big data is also used through the proprietary anticipatory shipment platform of Amazon to forecast the goods you are 
likely to purchase, where you will purchase them, and when you may like the goods. The goods are shipped to a nearby 
delivery centre or distributor, so if you order them, they will be ready for shipment. To raise its retail revenue and 
profit margins, Amazon uses predictive analytics while reducing its distribution time and total expenses. 

Supply Chain Optimization 

Since Amazon needs to easily satisfy the orders, the company communicates with suppliers and records their product. 
To cut delivery costs by 10 to 40 percent, Amazon's big data solutions pick the warehouse nearest to the retailer and/or 
you, the customer. In addition, graph theory helps determine the optimal distribution plan, route, and product 
groupings in order to further minimize shipping costs. 

Price Optimization 

Big data were now used to monitor the costs of Amazon to draw more buyers and raise revenues yearly by an average 
of 25 percent. Prices are calculated according to your website operation, positioning of rivals, supply of goods, tastes 
of goods, order history, estimated profit margin, and other considerations. Product rates normally adjust every 10 
minutes as it monitors and analyses big data. As a consequence, Amazon usually provides discounts on best-selling 
merchandise and receives higher earnings on less-popular goods. The cost of a novel on the New York Times Best 
Selling list, for instance, could be 25% cheaper than the market price, while a novel not on the list costs 10% more 
than the same book published by a competitor. 

Dynamic Pricing 

It allows the use of historical details such as: past sales, clickstream, cookies, forecasting mechanisms for company 
capital to automatically set an item's pricing or provide personalized discounts. This technology personalizes the price 
/ discount to meet a single consumer in real time for a particular item. Therefore, it is possible to buy the same thing 
from an online retailer at two different rates for two different clients. While this technology has its advantages, clients 
can get worse or feel the sense of discrimination due to the variation in the price offered for the products. 
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Amazon Web Services 

Businesses can build portable big data systems and protect them without using hardware or managing resources 
through Amazon Web Services (AWS), Amazon's cloud storage service launched in 2006. Cloud-based computing 
involves big data technologies including clickstream analytics, fraud detection, event-driven ETL, data warehousing, 
recommendation engines, and Internet-of-Things (IoT) processing. Through using them to evaluate consumer profiles, 
buying patterns, and other related details to more efficiently cross-sell company goods in ways comparable to Amazon, 
businesses will benefit from Amazon Web Services. These stores, in other words, will use Amazon to stalk you as 
well. 

Conclusion 

Big Data and Data analytics application in business helps in increasing revenue, enhance sales, optimization of 
process, reduce cost, understand customer needs and preference in better way to find behavioral pattern. Predictive 
analysis helps in analyzing product demand, preferred price of products in customer mind, product recommendation 
and model building. One of the most important players in E commerce i.e., Amazon by effective utilization of big data 
and data analytics technology made huge profit. Data literacy and Increase in the usage of mobiles and Internet are 
added advantage of E commerce companies. Big data application helps in personal recommendation, one click 
ordering, Anticipatory shipping model, Supply chain optimization, Price optimization, Dynamic pricing and predictive 
analysis. The implementation of advanced technology in business needs investment of money however it is 
competitive advantage in turn helps in running business in smooth way and reduce cost by making optimal utilization 
of resources and reduce process life cycle as well. 
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